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                                       Vaccine references 
Vaccine (UN)Safety – caught on camera 
EIGHT of TOP vaccine scientists in WHO (World Health Organization) 
Discussing their fears and concerns about lack of safety of vaccines 
At the W.H.O. Global Vaccine Safety Summit on Dec. 2&3 2019.  
These are the top scientists in world who issue information on vaccines.  
They were saying ! THEY DO NOT KNOW IF VACCINES ARE SAFE 
www.TinyURL.com/Vaccineunsafety    (9 min)  

************************************************  
History of vaccines (i.e. information you’re not likely aware of)  
Robert Kennedy Jr (one of the top environmental lawyers in US)  
Shares information in a press conference about vaccines.

- Vaccine industry is worth $50 BILLION (20% of pharmaceutical sales)  
- 150 chronic diseases are now listed on vaccine inserts (FDA) 
- 4 companies produce all 72 vaccines used today have collectively paid $35 BILLION  
    in criminal penalties and damages, and fines for defrauding regulators,  
    falsifying info., bribing doctors, lying to public about vaccines 
- Because of laws passed, Vaccine companies can’t be sued,  
    so they have NO INCENTIVE to make their products safe 
- Vaccine companies are exempt from safety testing their products
- MMR (measles vaccine) tested only 42 days for safety (not a typo) 
- FDA receives 75% of budget from Big Pharma (W.H.O. receives 50% budget from them) 
- Dr William Thompson (Sr. Scientist of CDC) proved MMR vaccine caused autism  
    and he was ordered to throw the data away – became a whistleblower 
http://TinyUrl.com/KennedyMay2019  (16 min if watch video or READ transcript) 

************************************************  
How Much Money Do Pediatricians Really Make From Vaccines? 
Pediatricians are paid ~ $400 / child if FULLY vaccinated.  
Ave. pediatrician has ~1500 patients often more. 
Every 100 children = $40,000.    (200 children = $80,000 and so on)  
 
**If a pediatrician practice is not 63% FULLY vaccinated they lose the entire bonus **  
http://tinyurl.com/PaytoPediatricians  
 
************************************************  
 

Les Berenson MD - page on vaccine (UN)Safety with 46 scientific 
references  http://tinyurl.com/LBvaccineunsafety 
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